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LOAD-FLEXIBILITY PILOTS AND 
DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS, 
AUTHORIZING DEFERRED 
ACCOUNTING, AND TAKING OTHER 
ACTION  

PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

On February 1, 2021, Northern States Power Company d/b/a Xcel Energy (Xcel) filed a petition 

for approval of four load-flexibility pilots, a performance-based financial incentive for the pilots, 

a load-flexibility product-development budget to fund two proposed demonstration projects and 

future research, and deferred accounting for potential future recovery of these costs. 

By June 18, 2021, the following parties and participants filed comments: 

• Center for Energy and Environment (CEE); 

• Fresh Energy, Minnesota Center for Environmental Advocacy, Sierra Club, Union of 

Concerned Scientists, and Plug In America (jointly, the Clean Energy Groups); 

• Advanced Energy Management Alliance (AEMA); 

• City of Minneapolis (the City); 

• R Street Institute (R Street); 

• The Department of Commerce, Division of Energy Resources (the Department); 

• Clean Energy Economy Minnesota; and 

• Fresh Energy. 

On July 28, 2021, Xcel filed reply comments. 
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By September 9, 2021, the following parties and participants filed reply comments: 

• ChargePoint, Inc.; 

• Weave Grid, Inc.; 

• Fresh Energy; 

• AEMA; 

• CEE; 

• R Street; 

• The Department; and 

• The City. 

The Commission also received comments from Walmart, Inc. on September 21, 2021, and 

jointly from the Minnesota Rural Electric Association (MREA) and the Laborers International 

Union of North America, Minnesota & North Dakota (LIUNA) on January 4, 2022. 

On January 6, 2022, the Commission met to consider the matter. 

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

I. Summary of Commission Actions 

In this order, the Commission will approve Xcel’s proposed Peak Flex Credit Rider (Peak Flex 

Credit) pilot, Commercial Thermal Storage (CTS) pilot, and Electric Vehicle (EV) Optimization 

pilot, all with modifications. The Commission will deny the proposed Residential Heating, 

Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) Optimization pilot without prejudice. Additionally, 

the Commission will approve modified Excess Supply Partners and Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) 

School Bus demonstration projects and a $200,000 budget for product research and development.  

The Commission will reject Xcel’s proposed performance-based incentive mechanism but will 

authorize the deferral of limited expenses in a load-flexibility tracker account.  

Further, the Commission will ask the Executive Secretary to begin a broader discussion on the 

appropriate role of third-party aggregators in demand-response programs in Minnesota. 

II. Background 

In its January 2017 order approving Xcel’s 2016–2030 integrated resource plan (IRP), the 

Commission ordered Xcel to acquire at least 400 megawatts (MW) of additional demand 

response by 2023.1 Demand response includes technologies and approaches to modify customer 

behavior to benefit the utility’s broader system. For example, demand-response programs may 

 
1 In the matter of Xcel Energy’s 2016–2030 Integrated Resource Plan, Docket No. E-002/RP-15-21, 

Order Approving Plan with Modifications and Establishing Requirements for Future Resource Plan 

Filings, at 11, Ordering Para. 10 (January 11, 2017) (the 2017 IRP order). 
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offer lower rates or rebates to incentivize customers to shift their electricity consumption to 

avoid times of peak demand, to accommodate variable generation sources, or to curtail demand 

during emergencies. Effective use of demand response can enhance system reliability, reduce 

operation costs by avoiding or delaying the need for infrastructure investments, reduce fuel costs 

by shifting usage to times of low-cost generation, improve utilization of renewable and carbon-

free generation sources, and offer customers savings and more control over their electric bills. 

Pursuant to its obligation to acquire additional demand response, Xcel filed a petition requesting 

approval of four proposed load-flexibility pilot programs, two demonstration projects, and a 

budget for research and development of future load-flexibility products. Xcel also requested a 

performance-based financial incentive for the pilots and authorization to defer costs in a load-

flexibility tracker account for potential recovery in a future proceeding.  

Cumulatively, Xcel estimated that the proposed portfolio would achieve approximately 48.4 MW 

of load flexibility the 2021–2023 pilot term. 

III. Peak Flex Credit Rider Pilot 

A. Xcel Energy’s Proposal 

The proposed Peak Flex Credit pilot is a dispatchable load-shedding program for commercial 

customers designed to test whether a flexible offering with various options would increase 

customer interest in demand response. The pilot would be open to customers under Xcel’s 

general service (A14) or general service time-of-day (A15) rates not participating in other load-

management programs. Xcel initially proposed to cap participation at 100 customers and require 

each to commit to reducing demand by at least 100 kilowatts (kW) during control events. 

Pilot participants would choose (1) either year-round or summer-only participation, (2) standard 

response time (at least one hour of notice) or fast response (automatic response within 10 

minutes), and (3) an annual maximum of 60 control hours (Level 1) or 100 (Level 2). 

Participants could avoid curtailment during non-mandatory2 control events by paying a higher 

“buy-through” energy price. Level 1 participants would be allowed up to 20 buy-through hours, 

and Level 2 participants up to 60. Failure to curtail the contracted amount during mandatory 

control events would result in penalty charges. 

Pilot participants would receive monthly bill credits based on the contracted demand-reduction 

amount. Bill-credit rates would vary based on the customer’s chosen participation options, with 

year-round participation, fast response, and Level-2 control hours earning higher credits. 

Xcel proposed a budget of $4.4 million over the 2021–2023 pilot period and estimated that the 

pilot would achieve approximately 42.6 MW of demand response. 

 
2 “Non-mandatory” or “economic” events are those in which MISO day-ahead hourly locational marginal 

pricing exceeds typical levels. “Mandatory” events include (1) “capacity events,” when MISO declares an 

emergency or Xcel finds forecasted peak demand or system conditions may endanger reliability; and 

(2) “contingency events,” when emergency relief is required due to a loss of generation or transmission. 
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B. Comments 

1. Advanced Energy Management Alliance 

AEMA supported the Peak Flex Credit pilot only if it is modified to allow third-party 

aggregators to participate. A third-party aggregator would assemble a portfolio of interruptible 

load by contracting with multiple smaller customers that cannot meet the participation threshold 

individually. The aggregator would enroll the portfolio in the pilot, committing interruptible load 

in an amount less than the total agreed to by the aggregated customers (to allow flexibility if 

customers are unable to meet their commitments). Xcel would compensate the aggregator under 

the utility’s tariff, and the aggregator would compensate the aggregated customers. AEMA 

argued that aggregation would make pilot participation feasible for more customers and help 

Xcel to acquire more demand response at no additional cost to the program. 

Responding to consumer-protection concerns, AEMA suggested the Commission could establish 

a certification process to allow oversight of third-party aggregators’ operations in Minnesota.  

In response to Xcel’s argument that the pilot was intended to study non-aggregated participation, 

AEMA suggested the Commission could open a portion of the pilot’s capacity to aggregation 

and reserve the rest for direct participation so Xcel could study both. 

AEMA opposed deferring aggregation to a separate pilot because it would unduly delay 

participation opportunities for customers, the existence of a duplicate pilot with aggregators may 

confuse customers, and the two pilots would have to compete against each other for customers. 

In addition to allowing aggregation, AEMA recommended that Xcel significantly increase the 

pilot’s size to make compliance with the demand-response obligation under the 2017 IRP order 

feasible. Xcel indicated in another docket that it plans to acquire 60 MW of demand response 

using yet-undetermined third-party services;3AEMA recommended bringing that 60-MW target 

and its budget into the Peak Flex Credit pilot to avoid the risk and cost of creating another new 

program close to the 2023 deadline. AEMA further argued Xcel must recover 94 MW of demand 

response the utility has lost since 2014 in addition to the 400-MW requirement. Adding the lost 

94 MW, the 43 MW proposed by Xcel, and the 60 MW to be sought elsewhere, AEMA argued 

that 197 MW of demand response would be an appropriate target for the Peak Flex Credit pilot. 

AEMA also recommended eliminating the proposed pilot-participation cap of 100 customers to 

allow Xcel to acquire more demand response. And AEMA opposed requiring participants to use 

Xcel’s remote terminal unit if the customer has existing equipment with the same capabilities, as 

such a requirement would add unnecessary cost and discourage participation. 

2. Minnesota Rural Electric Association and Laborers International 

Union of North America, Minnesota & North Dakota 

MREA and LIUNA opposed requiring Xcel to include third-party aggregators in the pilot. They 

argued that any demand-response aggregation should operate under the oversight of the regulated 

 
3 In re AEMA’s Petition Requesting a Miscellaneous Docket to Direct Xcel Energy to Implement 400 MW 

of Demand Response by 2023, Docket No. E-002/M-20-421, Compliance Filing, Attachment A  

(February 1, 2021). 
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utility to ensure transparency and public-interest outcomes, and that allowing third parties to 

control energy resources without oversight may undermine reliable and equitable utility service. 

They recommended that the Commission set aside the issue unless the Legislature specifically 

authorizes aggregators to operate without the utility’s consent or the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission (FERC) directs the state to allow it. Alternatively, they recommended exploring 

third-party-aggregation issues in a separate docket before allowing aggregators to participate. 

3. Walmart 

Walmart stated that it views demand response as a valuable tool to reduce its power usage and 

costs while benefiting the utility system, but it will not elect to participate in a demand-response 

program unless the program (1) does not impose nonperformance penalties or (2) allows third-

party aggregation to manage the risk of penalties. It noted that Xcel’s proposal includes a penalty 

and prohibits third-party aggregation, parameters under which Walmart would not participate. 

4. City of Minneapolis 

The City supported the Peak Flex Credit pilot but recommended modifications. It argued that 

Xcel should reduce the per-customer participation threshold to 50 kW of interruptible load 

because Xcel’s proposed 100-kW threshold is prohibitively high for most customers. 

The City supported including third-party aggregators, arguing it would make participation 

feasible for more customers and would reduce the risk of penalties to participants while also 

reducing the risk that Xcel may fall short of its total demand-response target for the pilot. 

Further, assuming that participating customers would rely on backup generators during control 

events, the City argued that the proposed maximum annual control-hour options are too high 

because they exceed the usage allowed under many backup-generator warranties.  

5. Fresh Energy 

Fresh Energy supported the Peak Flex Credit pilot with modifications. For pilot participants 

taking service under the default general time-of-use rate (A15), Fresh Energy recommended 

instead applying the new general time-of-use rate being piloted in Docket No. E-002/M-20-86,4 

which it argued will likely replace the current A15 rate after 2024. To collect the most useful 

data to support a future full-scale version of the Peak Flex Credit program, Fresh Energy argued 

Xcel should test the Peak Flex Credit with rates likely to be available after the pilot term ends. 

Fresh Energy opposed capping the pilot at 100 customers because it would limit total demand-

response capacity, particularly if Xcel accepts the City’s suggestion to reduce the per-customer 

threshold to 50 kW. To increase participation without unduly increasing pilot costs, Fresh 

Energy recommended opening the pilot to (1) qualified customers that have compatible meters or 

receive an advanced meter during the pilot term, and (2) qualified general service customers 

participating in the time-of-use rate pilot discussed above. 

 
4 See In the Matter of a Petition of Northern States Power, doing business as Xcel Energy, for Approval 

of a General Time-Of-Use Service Tariff, Docket No. E-002/M-20-86, Order to Conduct Pilot Programs 

for General Service Time-Of-Use Rates, and Setting Procedural Schedule (July 16, 2021). 
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To mitigate environmental impacts from customers switching to backup generators during pilot 

control events, Fresh Energy recommended that Xcel collect and report data on participants’ 

backup generators and their use during control events and remove from the pilot any participant 

that uses a diesel, natural gas, or oil backup generator to comply with economic control events. 

Fresh Energy supported gaining experience with third-party demand-response aggregators, 

arguing that aggregation could allow broader participation and scale of demand-response 

programs while improving compliance with control events. To explore this potential, Fresh 

Energy recommended requiring Xcel to develop a second tranche of the Peak Flex Credit pilot—

in addition to the 43-MW direct-enroll tranche proposed by Xcel—that would be open to third-

party aggregators and would target another 27–60 MW of demand response. Fresh Energy 

recommended that Xcel consult with stakeholders to develop a compliance filing describing how 

it will implement this second tranche. It also supported requiring Xcel, in consultation with 

stakeholders, to propose a process for certifying third-party aggregators. 

Further, Fresh Energy recommended that Xcel file a comprehensive pilot implementation and 

assessment plan including a detailed breakdown of the pilot timeline, milestones, and resource 

requirements, and a discussion of the pilot’s long-term scalability, information needed to 

determine if it should become a full-scale offering, and a plan for scaling it into a full offering. 

Fresh Energy emphasized the importance of developing a robust assessment plan at the outset, 

including metrics to evaluate pilot impact, process, and cost effectiveness, in order to capture 

lessons from the pilot and allow rapid feedback and course-correction as new information arises. 

6. Center for Energy and Environment 

CEE generally supported the Peak Flex Credit pilot as an opportunity to increase load flexibility 

and to test the efficacy of different strategies to elicit operational changes from commercial 

customers to reduce peak load.  

However, concerned about the environmental consequences of the backup generators customers 

may use to comply with control events, CEE recommended that Xcel report on customers’ use of 

backup generators during control events, account for emissions and fuel costs from backup 

generation in cost-effectiveness analyses, and establish criteria to prevent participants from using 

backup power that is more carbon-intensive than Xcel’s energy mix during control periods. 

In response to comments supporting third-party aggregation, CEE raised concerns that third-

party aggregators may not be subject to regulatory oversight. It recommended prohibiting 

aggregators from participating in the pilot independent of the regulated utility until there are 

consumer-protection mechanisms in place to oversee their operations and hold them accountable. 

7. Department of Commerce, Division of Energy Resources 

The Department recommended that the Commission approve the proposed Peak Flex Credit pilot 

and impose annual reporting requirements.  

Sharing environmental concerns related to backup generation, the Department supported 

requiring Xcel to report on customers’ use of backup generators during the pilot and estimate 

associated pollution impacts. However, the Department did not support barring customers from 

participating in the pilot based on their use of more carbon-intensive backup generation. 
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The Department supported exploring the use of third-party aggregation because it could present a 

more cost-effective demand-response option to further the state’s energy policy goals. The 

Department argued that allowing third-party aggregators to participate in the Peak Flex Credit 

pilot would be reasonable because it would provide useful information on the effectiveness of 

third-party aggregation while still gathering much of the data Xcel designed the pilot to obtain.  

Alternatively, the Department suggested that the Commission could require Xcel to work with 

AEMA to propose a separate demand-response pilot to test the ability of third-party aggregators 

to participate in similar programs in the future. 

8. R Street Institute 

R Street recommended rejecting Xcel’s petition as proposed, arguing that the cost-benefit tests 

Xcel relied on to justify provide insufficient information to evaluate the proposal.  

R Street recommended that Xcel refile the proposal with additional information, including 

different cost-benefit-analysis methodologies to be determined through future stakeholder 

discussions. R Street supported modifying the new proposal to (1) better align with Midcontinent 

Independent System Operator (MISO) and bulk system needs; (2) allow third-party aggregation; 

(3) remove the customer cap; and (4) address other issues including unnecessary control events, 

the risks of automated demand response, and allowing customers to use their own equipment.  

Alternatively, R Street supported modifying the current pilot proposal to include third-party 

aggregators, allow aggregators to use their own communications equipment, and allow qualified 

customers that already have an advanced meter to enroll in the pilot. 

9. Clean Energy Economy Minnesota 

Clean Energy Economy Minnesota recommended rejecting Xcel’s proposal and argued the cost-

benefit methodologies Xcel used are not appropriate indicators of program impact or 

performance. It also argued that Xcel’s plan to call for demand control based on system events 

may risk misalignment with regional and federal markets and policy and that more information is 

needed on how the pilot will interact with aggregated demand-response in wholesale markets. 

10. Xcel Energy’s Reply 

Xcel agreed to reduce the participation threshold to 50 kW. Consequently, Xcel stated it would 

eliminate the 100-customer participation cap; with the reduced per-customer threshold, the pilot 

would likely need more participants to reach the targeted demand-response total. 

Xcel agreed to collect backup-generation data from customers, but it opposed limiting pilot 

eligibility based on customers’ backup power sources. Xcel also opposed reducing annual 

control hours to match backup-generator warranties because the pilot is intended to encourage 

customers to reduce power consumption during key times, not just switch to backup generation. 

Xcel opposed Fresh Energy’s suggestion to use the new general time-of-use rate being piloted in 

Docket No. E-002/M-20-86 instead of the current default A15 rate, arguing that including the 

new rate would obscure whether any observed changes in customer behavior are motivated by 

the Peak Flex Credit or by the underlying rate schedule. 
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Xcel argued increasing the demand-response target above 43 MW would require a larger budget. 

Further, it argued Fresh Energy’s requested implementation and assessment plan would be 

needlessly expensive and duplicative of Xcel’s planned measurement-and-verification process. 

Xcel also opposed including third-party aggregation in the pilot, arguing that aggregators could 

effectively alter interruptible-load thresholds, participation makeup, and penalties, hindering the 

objectives to study how a specific set of incentives, disincentives, and buy-through options affect 

large commercial customers’ behavior. Further, Xcel argued aggregators might harm customers 

by implementing their own penalties outside of the regulated utility’s tariff. Xcel argued that, if 

the Commission decides to allow third-party aggregation in Minnesota, it should first develop an 

aggregator-certification process to protect customers. 

At the Commission meeting, Xcel conceded it has no legal argument that the Commission lacks 

authority to require the utility to test third-party aggregators in the Peak Flex Credit pilot. And 

although it would prefer to exclude third-party aggregators from the pilot entirely, Xcel stated it 

could agree to a narrow testing of third-party aggregators in a second tranche of the pilot.  

C. Commission Action 

With the modifications identified below, the Commission will approve the Peak Flex Credit 

pilot. The pilot presents a valuable opportunity to test approaches for encouraging commercial 

customers to participate in strategic demand control. The pilot is reasonably designed help Xcel 

improve its demand-response offerings and expand its demand-response capacity, producing 

system benefits for all customers and advancing state energy policy goals. The flexible pilot 

parameters will also accommodate customers’ needs and afford them more choice and control 

over their electric bills. 

1. Demand-Response Capacity 

Based on the full record and the arguments presented, the Commission will require Xcel to add a 

second tranche of the Peak Flex Credit pilot targeting another 43 MW of demand response in 

addition to the first 43-MW tranche proposed by Xcel, doubling the pilot’s total capacity to 

approximately 86 MW of demand response. 

The Commission appreciates the vigorous discussion of Xcel’s path to achieve its demand-

response obligation under the 2017 IRP order. Although Peak Flex Credit pilot as proposed 

represents a significant step, it is reasonable to expand the size of this promising pilot to enhance 

its benefits and learning opportunities, accelerate Xcel’s demand-response progress, and reduce 

the risk of leaving higher levels of demand response unaccounted for as the deadline approaches. 

Relative to Xcel’s total outstanding obligation, this addition is moderate in size and affords the 

utility flexibility to pursue other options to fulfill its remaining demand-response needs. 

2. Participation Threshold and Customer Cap 

The Commission will approve Xcel’s revised participation threshold of at least 50 kW of 

interruptible load per customer during control events. This lower threshold is reasonable and will 

make pilot compliance feasible for more customers.  
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As discussed at the Commission meeting, Xcel is expected to eliminate its originally proposed 

100-customer cap to ensure the pilot can achieve the total approved demand-response capacity, 

taking into account the reduced per-customer threshold and increased demand-response target. 

Additionally, the Commission will adopt Fresh Energy’s suggestion to require Xcel to allow 

qualified customers that receive an advanced meter during the pilot term, and those who already 

have compatible metering equipment or bring their own, to enroll in the Peak Flex Credit pilot. 

This reasonable modification is expected to expand program eligibility and make the pilot’s total 

demand-response target more attainable without unreasonably raising pilot costs.  

Xcel shall file updated projections of the number of customers expected to participate in the pilot 

each year, including a breakdown by rate schedule, reflecting all approved pilot modifications. 

3. Third-Party Aggregation 

The Commission will direct Xcel to allow third-party aggregators to participate in the second 

tranche of the Peak Flex Credit pilot which, as discussed above, will target an additional 43 MW 

of demand-response capacity. Several commenters made persuasive arguments that third-party 

aggregation of retail customers could facilitate broader participation and scale of demand-

response programs and improve compliance with control events, potentially expanding the 

utility’s demand-response capability and associated system benefits while advancing state energy 

policy goals. Xcel’s defined, small-scale Peak Flex Credit pilot offers an appropriate opportunity 

to conduct a limited test of a specific application of third-party aggregation. 

To accommodate Xcel’s intent to study flexible load-shedding options among customers able to 

commit at least 50 kW of interruptible load individually, the Commission will allow Xcel to 

dedicate the first 43-MW tranche of the pilot to direct-enroll customers and restrict third-party 

aggregation to the second tranche. This two-tranche approach will expand the pilot’s demand-

response capability and learning potential without impeding Xcel’s original learning objectives. 

Within 60 days, Xcel shall submit a compliance filing describing in detail its plan to engage and 

contract with aggregators and any other program adjustments necessary to facilitate this pilot 

modification. Before developing this compliance filing, Xcel must engage and consider input 

from the stakeholders that commented on aggregation issues in this proceeding. 

This order is not a broad authorization of third-party aggregation of demand response in 

Minnesota, nor does it predetermine any future Commission action. The approval is limited to 

the narrow application specified herein, confined to Xcel’s Peak Flex Credit pilot. 

To begin a broader inquiry into the potential role of third-party aggregators in Minnesota, the 

Commission will ask the Executive Secretary to request stakeholder comments on: 

1. Whether the Commission should permit aggregators of retail customers to bid 

demand response into organized markets; 

2. Whether the Commission should require rate-regulated electric utilities to create 

tariffs allowing third-party aggregators to participate in utility demand-response 

programs; 
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3. Whether and how the Commission should verify or certify aggregators of retail 

customers for demand response or distributed-energy resources before they are 

permitted to operate; and, 

4. Whether any additional consumer protections are necessary if aggregators of retail 

customers are permitted to operate. 

The Executive Secretary shall have discretion to set the timing and procedures for this inquiry. 

4. Backup Generation 

The Commission shares commenters’ concerns about the potential consequences of customers 

shifting to backup generators to comply with Peak Flex Credit control periods. If the pilot 

inadvertently prompts customers to use more carbon-intensive backup power sources, that could 

significantly affect the environmental impact of the pilot. To address this potential problem, the 

Commission will direct Xcel to establish participation criteria to prevent Peak Flex Credit 

participants from using a backup power source that is more carbon-intensive than Xcel’s 

electricity mix during the program’s control periods. 

Further, to monitor and evaluate the pilot’s influence on customers’ use of backup generation, 

the Commission will require Xcel to collect and report data on Peak Flex Credit customers’ 

planned and actual use of backup power sources during control events and the fuels or 

technologies that power those backup power sources. Xcel shall gather the following information 

about potential pilot participants’ backup power sources using the pilot application form: 

i. Does the customer have a backup generator or on-site distributed-energy resource 

that can be used for backup power? 

ii. When did each unit go into service? 

iii. Provide the fuel type, size, and run-time of each unit. 

iv. Does the generator(s) require an air permit(s)? If yes, provide the permit 

number(s). 

Additionally, the Commission will require Xcel to conduct annual surveys asking Peak Flex 

Credit pilot participants how many hours they used each backup generator during each control 

event in the survey year and include these survey results in annual Peak Flex Credit reports. 

Xcel will also be required to account for emissions and fuel costs associated with backup power 

sources in cost-effectiveness testing.  

5. General Time-of-Use Rate 

For pilot participants using the A15 rate, the Commission will direct Xcel to apply the general 

time-of-use rate being piloted in Docket No. E-002/M-20-86. As the latter rate could likely 

replace the former rate after the pilot concludes, incorporating the latter into the Peak Flex Credit 

pilot will yield data likely to be more relevant to future full-scale interruptible-tariff offerings. To  
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implement this modification, Xcel shall propose a methodology for calibrating Peak Flex bill 

credits with the demand and volumetric charges under the pilot general time-of-use service rate. 

6. Implementation and Assessment Plan 

The Commission appreciates Fresh Energy’s comments about the importance of developing a 

robust plan for implementing and learning from the pilot. However, the Commission does not 

find it necessary to require a separate implementation and assessment plan as proposed by Fresh 

Energy at this time. The information developed in this proceeding, Xcel’s proposed pilot 

measurement-and-verification process, and the reporting required below are expected to provide 

the information and transparency necessary to allow Xcel, stakeholders, and the Commission to 

monitor and evaluate the pilot effectively. 

7. Tariff 

The Commission will require Xcel to file an updated tariff reflecting the approved modifications 

to the Peak Flex Credit pilot within 30 days. 

IV. Commercial Thermal Storage Pilot 

A. Xcel Energy’s Proposal 

Xcel proposed the CTS pilot to identify customer interest in thermal storage, study the incentive 

amounts needed to encourage customer adoption and utilization of load shifting, and test the 

efficacy of controls programmed to shift load permanently or to adjust to seasonal shifting.  

Pilot participants would be required to install a thermal energy storage system approved by Xcel 

and adjust the systems’ charging and discharging schedules seasonally. Participants would 

receive an upfront equipment incentive to offset up to 10% of the installed cost in addition to an 

annual bill credit equal to 5% of the installed cost for as long as they participate in the program. 

Customers would enroll in the pilot for a minimum of one year and would remain enrolled for 

the full three-year term if they continue to meet eligibility requirements. Xcel would conduct 

spot checks and an annual assessment to ensure compliance with load-shifting schedules.  

Xcel estimated a total CTS pilot budget of approximately $630,000 for the 2021–2023 term and 

expected the pilot to achieve approximately 2.6 MW of load flexibility. 

B. Comments 

1. Fresh Energy 

Fresh Energy recommended approving the CTS pilot, arguing it would be an important step 

toward adopting larger scale thermal energy storage, which could be a valuable tool for shifting 

commercial loads to less expensive and cleaner system hours. However, to enhance the 

environmental benefits of the pilot, Fresh Energy recommended that Xcel require participants to 

use energy-storage equipment that meets efficiency criteria laid out in the Department’s 

Technical Reference Manual for Energy Conservation Improvement Programs (CIP) and align 

charging schedules with the hours of highest forecasted carbon-free renewable energy generation 
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on Xcel’s system. Additionally, Fresh Energy recommended precluding CTS pilot participants 

from using fossil-fuel-powered backup generators during curtailment periods.  

2. Xcel Energy’s Reply to Fresh Energy 

Xcel opposed Fresh Energy’s recommendation to impose stricter equipment-efficiency 

standards, arguing that the suggested standards do not apply to thermal energy storage and that 

Xcel would conduct a custom analysis to verify that each CTS project meets program 

requirements and project-specific cost-effectiveness.  

Xcel agreed to align charging and discharging schedules with periods of renewable generation to 

the extent possible considering customers’ operational constraints. 

3. Department of Commerce, Division of Energy Resources 

The Department recommended approving the CTS pilot because it would provide a valuable 

opportunity to study thermal-energy-storage applications, their effects on energy usage and 

emissions, appropriate levels of customer incentives, and cost-effectiveness. 

However, the Department recommended that Xcel refrain from referring to renewable energy 

when describing the CTS pilot. The Department asserted that renewable curtailment is low in 

Minnesota and Xcel currently lacks the capability to take advantage of curtailed wind, so it 

would be misleading to imply that using electricity at a particular time will necessarily lead to a 

specific customer using renewables. For the same reason, rather than aligning charging schedules 

with hours of forecasted renewable energy, the Department recommended aligning charging with 

periods of low-cost energy. 

C. Commission Action 

The Commission will approve the CTS pilot as modified herein. Thermal energy storage is a 

promising tool for shifting commercial thermal loads in ways that could improve system 

efficiency, reduce costs, and help to meet critical climate and emissions-reduction goals, and 

Xcel’s proposed CTS pilot is thoughtfully designed to begin testing and learning about potential 

applications of this tool in Minnesota. 

To ensure the CTS pilot yields accurate data that will be useful for future program development, 

the Commission will require Xcel to conduct spot checks to evaluate how well customers are 

following the charging and curtailment schedules and report on that information annually. 

The Commission will adopt the Department’s recommendation to require Xcel to refrain from 

referring to renewable energy in conjunction with the timing of CTS charging. Although aligning 

charging schedules with periods of high renewable generation is a reasonable goal, it would be 

misleading to tell customers their load-shifting activities will result in the use of renewable 

energy when Xcel is not currently capable of ensuring that is the case. For the same reason, the 

Commission will direct Xcel to align CTS charging schedules with periods of low-cost—rather 

than renewable—energy generation on its system to the extent possible.  

Within 30 days, Xcel shall file tariff pages reflecting the final CTS pilot rates, terms, and 

conditions, including final customer-service agreements. 
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V. Electric Vehicle Optimization Pilot 

A. Xcel Energy’s Proposal 

Xcel’s proposed EV Optimization pilot would study the management of EV grid impacts by 

incentivizing customers to schedule their daily EV charging outside of Xcel’s system peak hours, 

at staggered times designed to avoid the secondary demand spikes that may occur if all 

customers begin charging as soon as the off-peak period starts.  

The goals of the EV Optimization pilot are to (1) provide a widely available option for EV 

customers to participate in managed charging; (2) reduce impacts of EVs on the bulk electric and 

distribution systems; (3) measure customer interest and participation; and (4) evaluate the system 

benefits of managed charging to support the evolution of Xcel’s demand-management programs 

and rates, particularly related to EVs. Xcel contended that managed EV charging will reduce on-

peak charging, operating costs, and local distribution problems associated with simultaneous 

charging as EV adoption grows. 

Participants in the EV Optimization pilot would select a charging schedule from options 

designed to reduce strain on Xcel’s system. The customer would be responsible for charging 

within the selected timeframe but would be able to override the schedule as needed. Xcel would 

assess participation annually and remove customers from the pilot if at least 25% of their 

charging sessions have not avoided the 3 p.m. to 8 p.m. peak period. 

Xcel intends to collect charging data so it can evaluate program performance and target 

behavioral reinforcements (e.g., emails to customers on track to miss the 25% participation 

requirement encouraging adherence to charging schedules). Xcel will select one or more vendors 

through a competitive process to collect this data and provide related services.  

The pilot would be open to residential customers who charge at home and certain commercial 

customers with light-duty fleets. Participating customers would be charged according to their 

applicable base-rate tariffs and receive monthly bill credits totaling $50 per year for each 

enrolled EV as long as they remain enrolled and meet eligibility requirements. 

Customers would have the option to use charging equipment they already own to participate in 

the pilot. Xcel argued that this option satisfies the Commission’s prior order requiring Xcel to 

propose a bring-your-own-equipment option for participation in its EV Home Service Program 

or a similar offering, or explain why it is not feasible or prudent to do so.5 

Xcel proposed a budget of approximately $810,000 over the 2021–2023 pilot period, based on an 

estimated 1,757 participants. Xcel expected the pilot to achieve 2.3 MW of load shifting. 

 
5 See In the Matter of Xcel Energy’s Petition for Approval of an Electric Vehicle Home Service Program, 

Docket No. E-002/M-19-559, Order Approving Electric Vehicle Home Service and Voluntary Electric 

Vehicle Charger Service Programs as Modified, at 14–15, Ordering Para. 3 (October 6, 2020).  
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B. Comments 

1. R Street Institute 

R Street opposed the EV Optimization pilot, arguing that it seemed to be designed to allow Xcel 

to obtain data from non-Xcel equipment and services so it can use that data to create a better 

program for itself in the future, which raises anticompetitive concerns in R Street’s view. 

R Street argued that Xcel should make its existing EV programs compatible with additional 

equipment providers instead of limiting equipment choice to this new pilot. 

2. Department of Commerce, Division of Energy Resources 

The Department initially recommended approving the EV Optimization pilot, despite concluding 

that it would not be cost-effective, because the pilot is reasonably designed to provide insights 

into how to manage EV charging to avoid demand spikes during off-peak hours in a way that 

will eventually decrease rates as EV adoption increases. 

At the Commission meeting, however, the Department revised its position based on subsequent 

developments in Xcel’s ongoing project to deploy advanced metering infrastructure (AMI). The 

Department recommended that the Commission deny Xcel’s proposal without prejudice and that 

Xcel consider filing a future proposal taking into account AMI capabilities. For example, the 

Department suggested that AMI could facilitate the disaggregation of EV charging from the rest 

of the household load, eliminating the need for a separate solution to monitor EV charging, and 

that AMI could automate staggered EV charging to reduce administrative and vendor costs. 

3. City of Minneapolis, ChargePoint, and WeaveGrid 

The City supported the EV Optimization pilot as an innovative way to help EVs contribute to an 

efficient, affordable grid. WeaveGrid and ChargePoint also supported Xcel’s proposal. 

4. Clean Energy Groups 

The Clean Energy Groups generally supported the pilot as a forward-thinking, low-risk way to 

prepare for greater transportation electrification, but they recommended certain modifications. 

To protect consumer data and privacy, the Clean Energy Groups recommended requiring Xcel to 

allow customers to opt out of sharing nonessential data and requiring Xcel and its vendors to 

follow any applicable data-related standards adopted by the Commission.  

They also recommended expanding pilot eligibility to residential customers who lack access to 

home charging. Xcel’s vendors could use vehicle-based technology to track charging patterns, 

and Xcel could offer a bill credit for avoiding peak hours at public charging stations. 

Additionally, the Clean Energy Groups recommended giving pilot participants on time-varying 

rates a lower bill credit than those not on time-varying rates. Customers taking service under 

Xcel’s time-varying EV-charging rate schedules already do most of their EV charging off peak, 

so the additional bill credit available through this pilot is unlikely to improve their charging 

behaviors. Further, because customers already save money through time-varying rates, the Clean 

Energy Groups argued it would be more equitable to increase the relative EV-Optimization-pilot 

incentive for participants who are not also benefiting from a time-varying rate.  
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The Clean Energy Groups disputed Xcel’s contention that this proposal fulfills the Commission’s 

prior directive to propose a bring-your-own-charger option for the EV Home Service Program or 

a similar offering.6 They argued that the proposed $50 annual incentive for participating in the 

EV Optimization pilot is not equivalent to the savings a customer could accrue in the EV Home 

Service Program. Accordingly, the Clean Energy Groups recommended requiring Xcel to update 

the Commission on its progress toward proposing a bring-your-own-charger option in the EV 

Home Service Program or in an alternative program with equivalent customer benefits. 

5. Xcel Energy’s Reply 

Xcel agreed to follow any Commission-adopted data standards, but it opposed a requirement to 

ask customers if they prefer to opt out of sharing nonessential data. Xcel argued that an opt-out 

opportunity is unnecessary because the utility does not plan to collect nonessential data, and that 

presenting the choice could cause customer confusion about what data will be collected. 

Xcel opposed the suggestion to offer lower bill credits to customers on time-varying rates, 

arguing that equal bill credits will allow Xcel to study whether customers respond differently to 

bill credits than to time-varying rates. 

Xcel also opposed expanding eligibility to residential customers without access to home 

charging, arguing that not having a specified charging location would impair this group’s ability 

to stagger their charging times and manage their impacts on the distribution system. 

C. Commission Action 

The Commission will approve the EV Optimization pilot as modified below. As EVs become a 

more significant contributor to electricity demand in Minnesota, utilities have an opportunity to 

reduce system costs and local distribution issues through effective managed-charging programs. 

Xcel’s EV Optimization pilot is reasonably designed to explore this potential. 

 

The Commission appreciates the Clean Energy Groups’ thoughtful analysis of Xcel’s proposal 

and suggested modifications. Given the limited scale and the specific objectives of this pilot, 

however, the Commission agrees with Xcel that it is reasonable to require home charging access 

as a condition of pilot eligibility for residential customers. Further, the Commission finds it 

reasonable to offer equal participation incentives to all pilot participants while Xcel gathers data 

on the effects of various rate structures and bill-credit offerings on charging behavior. 

 

To protect consumer data and privacy, the Commission will require Xcel and its vendors to 

follow any applicable data-related standards adopted by the Commission. Further, if Xcel or its 

vendors collect any nonessential data, Xcel must allow customers to opt out during enrollment. 

The Commission will ask Xcel to expand on certain pilot details to avoid customer confusion 

and to aid the Commission and stakeholders in evaluating pilot performance. As agreed at the 

Commission meeting, Xcel shall file, within 30 days, answers to the following questions: 

 
6 Id.  
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1. How does Xcel plan to track enrollment and compliance for customers that have 

multiple cars, especially fleets, if using a charger-based option? 

2. How does Xcel plan to track peak reductions for the pilot, given that some 

customers are already enrolled in time-varying rates and are charging their 

vehicles off peak? 

3. If Xcel changes the set charging schedules as it indicated it may do in its petition, 

how will it inform customers on time-varying rates about how it could impact 

their bills? Specifically, if a charging overlaps with a mid-peak or on-peak period, 

will Xcel communicate that information to customers? 

4. In the customer-service agreement, Xcel indicated it reserves the right to modify 

all pilot incentives based on future performance, pilot modifications, technology 

upgrades, and changes to Xcel’s electrical distribution system. How will Xcel 

inform the Commission of such changes? How would this impact the pilot budget? 

Also within 30 days, Xcel must file tariff pages reflecting final EV Optimization pilot rates, 

terms, and conditions. The Commission will delegate authority to the Executive Secretary to 

approve modifications to the pilot via notice if no stakeholders or Commission staff object or file 

notice to object within 30 days of Xcel’s filing. 

Finally, the Commission agrees with the Clean Energy Groups that the option to participate in 

the EV Optimization pilot with customer-provided equipment is not equivalent to allowing a 

bring-your-own-charger option in the EV Home Service Program as understood in the  

October 6, 2020, order. The Commission will therefore require Xcel to propose an option for 

customers who buy, install, and maintain their own chargers to participate in the EV Home 

Service Program. Alternatively, if Xcel finds it is not feasible or prudent to allow customers to 

use their own chargers in that program, Xcel must explain why and provide cost information to 

support its position. Xcel shall file this proposal or explanation by June 1, 2023. 

VI. Residential Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning Optimization Pilot 

A. Xcel Energy’s Proposal 

Xcel proposed a Residential HVAC Optimization pilot that would offer customers incentives for 

(1) converting their natural-gas water heaters to electric pump water heaters and (2) offsetting or 

replacing natural-gas furnace usage with air-source heat pumps or ground-source heat pumps that 

also provide high-efficiency electric cooling.  

The pilot’s goals are to identify: (1) customer interest in switching from natural gas to electric 

water heating or space heating and cooling, (2) what level of bill credit is needed to encourage 

customers to pursue electrification, and (3) the efficacy of controls programmed to shift heat-

pump water-heater demand to align with periods of low emissions. Xcel also intends to use the 

pilot to analyze how to measure and define load-shifting impact. Further, Xcel argued that 

beneficial electrification under this pilot would generate new load that will contribute to fixed-

cost recovery for the benefit of all customers. 
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Participating customers would purchase new HVAC equipment from a list of options approved 

by Xcel. To incentivize electrification and offset equipment costs, participants would receive 

recurring monthly bill credits for the 2021–2023 pilot term.  

Customers installing a demand-management-capable heat-pump water heater would also be 

invited to enroll in a smart-water-heater demand-response component of the HVAC pilot. These 

customers would receive an initial one-time incentive for enrolling and a recurring monthly bill 

credit for being available to shift their water heating to non-peak hours. 

Xcel proposed a budget of approximately $1.5 million for the pilot and estimated that it would 

yield 786 kW of summer peak demand reduction. 

B. Comments 

1. Fresh Energy 

Fresh Energy generally supported the proposed Residential HVAC Optimization pilot to advance 

beneficial electrification as a means of improving system efficiency, reducing energy costs, and 

facilitating greater integration of renewable and emissions-free energy. However, Fresh Energy 

recommended (1) modifying the list of eligible equipment to ensure it is as energy efficient and 

cold-climate-capable as possible, (2) offering the pilot in tandem with CIP weatherization 

programs,(3) targeting households that have received weatherization services, and 

(4) maximizing the number of weatherized low-income households in the pilot. Fresh Energy 

argued that these modifications would better capture the cost-saving, emissions-reduction, and 

load-management benefits of electrification and would generate more useful pilot data. 

2. Center for Energy and Environment 

CEE supported the proposed pilot, arguing that heat pumps are the most promising technology 

available to reduce emissions from natural-gas consumption and help the state meet greenhouse-

gas-reduction goals. However, CEE recommended adding upfront rebates to offset 50% of the 

new equipment costs, requiring participants to receive a home energy-efficiency audit, and 

requiring Xcel to communicate with customers about how their heating and cooling costs are 

likely to change, to maximize the pilot’s benefits and address cost challenges. 

Additionally, CEE recommended that Xcel review its existing electric heating rate options to 

ensure they accurately reflect the value of the additional load and load-flexibility for customers 

installing an air-source heat pump and maintaining an existing gas heating backup source. If 

existing rates do not reflect the added value of these electrified loads, CEE argued Xcel should 

adjust the rates or develop new rate offerings. CEE recommended that the Commission require 

Xcel to do this whether the pilot is approved or not. 

3. Department of Commerce, Division of Energy Resources 

The Department evaluated the cost-effectiveness of the proposed pilot and equipment options 

both from a societal perspective and to participating customers. It concluded that six of the 12 

equipment options—all air-source heat pumps and ground-source heat pumps—would be cost-

effective during the pilot term. The Department found the mini-split heat pumps and heat-pump 

water-heater options not cost effective and, therefore, recommended denying their inclusion in 
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the pilot to avoid placing customers at risk of higher bills. The Department recommended 

approving the pilot with respect to the cost-effective equipment options. 

At the Commission meeting, the Department supported some of the modifications proposed by 

Fresh Energy and CEE, including that Xcel review its existing electric heating rate options and 

ensure they reflect the added value of air-source heat pumps. 

4. Xcel Energy’s Reply 

At the Commission meeting, in light of the new Energy Conservation and Optimization (ECO) 

Act7 and in recognition of the fact that the Residential HVAC Optimization pilot is primarily an 

electrification program which may not fit well in this load-flexibility portfolio, Xcel stated it 

would not oppose a decision to deny the pilot without prejudice, in which case it would consider 

new options under the ECO Act, revise the pilot, and file an updated proposal in the future.  

Also at the meeting, Xcel agreed to review and consider adjusting its electric-heat rate offerings 

as recommended by CEE, even if the HVAC pilot is denied. 

C. Commission Action 

The Commission will deny the Residential HVAC Optimization pilot proposal without prejudice, 

and Xcel may propose a revised pilot aligned with ECO Act implementation in the future. The 

newly enacted ECO Act addresses efficient fuel-shifting programs, and the Department is 

developing guidance to implement the legislation in a process that includes stakeholder input 

regarding appropriate methodologies for evaluating beneficial electrification proposals. ECO Act 

implementation will provide a better framework for considering such projects. 

The Commission will adopt CEE’s recommendation to require Xcel to review its existing 

electric heating rate options to ensure they accurately reflect the value of the additional load and 

load flexibility for customers installing an air-source heat pump and maintaining an existing gas-

heating backup source. If existing rates do not reflect the added value of these electrified loads, 

Xcel should adjust them or develop new rate offerings. Electric heat-pump technology offers 

promising opportunities to improve energy efficiency, reduce harmful emissions, and reduce 

system costs and customer bills, and it is reasonable to require Xcel to ensure its rate offerings 

accurately reflect this value. 

VII. Product Development Proposals 

In addition to the four pilot programs, Xcel proposed a budget to support research and 

development of future load-flexibility products, including two proposed demonstration projects.  

 
7 Minn. Stat. § 216B.241, subd. 11(d). 
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A. Excess Supply Partners Demonstration Project 

1. Xcel Energy’s Proposal 

Xcel proposed the Excess Supply Partners8 demonstration project to test active load-shifting 

mechanisms and evaluate their value to customers and to Xcel’s system. Xcel stated that it aims 

to use load-shifting to avoid curtailment of renewable generation when demand falls below 

renewable supply, an issue that could increase operations and maintenance costs and hinder 

Xcel’s potential to reduce carbon emissions. Xcel proposed that commercial customers could 

mitigate renewable curtailment by shifting their usage away from times of higher carbon-based 

generation and toward times of potential renewable curtailment. 

Under the proposed demonstration project, a small group of commercial customers with interval 

meters would be invited to enroll in an active demand-response program. Xcel would provide 

consulting services to guide the customers in receiving signals and shifting usage to times that 

are beneficial to the system. Participants would receive a bill credit of $0.01/kWh for every kWh 

shifted to identified times. Xcel proposed a budget of $381,433 for this project. 

2. Comments 

The Department argued that the demonstration project would provide a valuable opportunity for 

Xcel to learn how to communicate with commercial customers on a day-ahead, hourly basis in a 

way that is responsive to bulk-system information and convenient for customers to act upon. 

Therefore, the Department recommended approving the demonstration project. 

However, the Department recommended prohibiting Xcel from referring to renewable energy in 

describing the project and requiring Xcel to rename the project to highlight that it will help 

customers reduce costs by shifting consumption to lower-cost periods. The Department 

contended that renewable curtailment in Minnesota is rare and usually caused by highly local 

transmission congestion, and Xcel lacks the ability to ensure a customer’s load shifting under 

this project will avoid renewable curtailment. Thus, it would be misleading to market the project 

as a way to utilize renewables (as opposed to low-cost energy).  

3. Commission Action 

The Commission will approve Xcel’s proposed Excess Supply Partners demonstration project 

with the modification recommended by the Department. The project is reasonably designed to 

study how Xcel can effectively communicate with commercial customers to encourage strategic 

load shifting. An effective mechanism for shifting load to lower-cost times could produce 

customer and system benefits even though the project as currently designed cannot ensure 

renewable-curtailment avoidance. Further, insights learned from this demonstration project could 

prove useful if Xcel pursues future programming tailored to reducing renewable curtailment.  

 
8 Xcel referred to this project as “Renewable Supply Return” in its initial filing, but proposed to rename it 

“Excess Supply Partners” in response to the Department’s recommendation. 
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B. Vehicle-to-Grid Demonstration Project 

1. Xcel Energy’s Proposal 

In its proposed Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) demonstration project, Xcel would work with school 

districts and school-bus operators to dispatch bus batteries during a maximum of 15 summer 

system peak-demand events per year, collect charging and discharging data, and study the value 

and effects of vehicle-to-grid dispatching on the distribution system. Project participants would 

receive a rebate for charging equipment, but those rebates are pending in another docket9 and are 

excluded from the $440,000 budget requested in this docket. 

Xcel intends to use the results of this study to build a product offering that would compensate 

customers for dispatching bus batteries to encourage wider adoption of electric school buses. 

2. Comments 

a. ChargePoint 

ChargePoint supported the V2G demonstration project as a novel solution to advance school-bus 

electrification while managing potential adverse grid impacts and generating system benefits. 

b. City of Minneapolis 

The City supported the proposed V2G demonstration project but recommended that Xcel work 

closely with fleet managers when establishing program parameters to ensure the terms work well 

for schools and bus operators. 

c. Clean Energy Groups 

The Clean Energy Groups generally supported the proposed V2G demonstration project, but they 

requested that Xcel more specifically define the vehicle-to-grid applications it plans to test or 

develop a stakeholder process to determine what should be tested. Further, they recommended 

removing the annual cap on control events to avoid limiting the value electric buses can provide 

to the system. They also recommended that Xcel include the V2G project in its EV annual report 

filed in Docket No. E-002/M-15-111.  

Additionally, to streamline the approval process, the Clean Energy Groups encouraged Xcel to 

include the cost of charging-equipment rebates in the V2G budget in this docket instead of 

relying on the approval of rebates in Docket No. E-002/M-20-745.  

d. Department of Commerce, Division of Energy Resources 

The Department recommended approving the proposed school bus V2G program because it has 

potential to generate benefits for all participants; electric school buses could earn revenue for 

 
9 In the Matter of Xcel Energy’s Petition for Approval of Electric Vehicle Programs as part of its 

COVID-19 Pandemic Economic Recovery Investments, Docket No. E-002/M-20-745. 
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serving as a flexible load that can be charged during periods of low system prices and discharged 

to supply electricity during demand peaks, which could reduce overall system costs. 

e. Xcel Energy’s Reply 

At the Commission meeting, Xcel agreed to work closely with fleet managers when establishing 

parameters for the project and agreed to include the project in its EV annual reporting.  

Given the small scale of the project, Xcel did not believe the stakeholder process recommended 

by the Clean Energy Groups was necessary, but it stated it would take comments on the 

demonstration project into consideration before beginning a full-scale vehicle-to-grid program. 

Xcel opposed the recommendation to move the charging equipment rebates into this docket 

because that would materially change its budget request and because a substantive discussion 

about the rebates is already underway in the other docket. 

3. Commission Action 

The Commission will approve the proposed school bus V2G demonstration project because it is 

reasonably designed to test the potential for electric school buses to serve as a valuable flexible 

load that could be used to reduce system costs for the benefit of all Xcel customers while also 

reducing the net cost of electrifying school-bus fleets. As agreed at the meeting, Xcel must work 

with fleet managers when establishing program parameters to ensure the terms work well for 

schools and bus operators. Xcel shall also include this project in its EV annual report. 

C. Product Development and Research Budget 

1. Xcel Energy’s Initial Proposal 

In addition to the two demonstration projects discussed above, Xcel requested a three-year 

budget to research and develop future demonstration projects whose details are yet to be 

determined. Xcel initially requested a $2.7 million budget for 2021–2023, which would include 

funding to develop three additional demonstration projects in 2022 and two additional 

demonstration projects in 2023, at an estimated cost of $200,000 per demonstration project. 

2. Comments and Revised Proposal 

The Department argued that Xcel’s initial request for a $2.7 million product-development and 

research budget, with few details regarding how it intended to spend the budget, was 

unreasonable. The Department recommended that Xcel seek approval of any future development 

projects in a separate docket when it can provide project descriptions, budgets, and objectives 

sufficient to allow meaningful Commission consideration and oversight of the proposals. 

Xcel subsequently reduced its request to $200,000 to fund third-party evaluation and reporting 

support on the pilots already proposed, rather than future research and demonstration projects. 

The Department found the revised $200,000 budget reasonable and recommended approving it. 
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3. Commission Action 

The Commission finds reasonable and will approve Xcel’s revised request for a $200,000 

product-development and research budget as described in Xcel’s reply comments. 

VIII. Incentive Mechanism 

A. Xcel Energy’s Proposal 

Xcel proposed a financial incentive mechanism that would reward Xcel’s performance each year 

if the pilots achieve at least 50% of their annual demand-response goals. The award would be 

calculated as a variable percentage—from 5% to 15%—of the sum of bill credits customers 

received under the pilots. The award percentage would be calculated based on the amount of 

demand-response actually achieved compared to the goal, according to the following formula: 

Percent of Bill-Credit Spend = 10% * Actual MW / Goal MW 

For example, if the pilots achieved 100% of their annual goal, Xcel would receive an incentive 

equal to 10% of customer bill credits. Achieving 50% of the goal would earn a 5% award, and 

achieving 150% of the goal would earn a 15% award. Xcel proposed to cap the incentive at 15%. 

Starting in 2023, Xcel would cap the incentive so it does not exceed the pilot portfolio’s net 

benefits for the year. Xcel argued this cap would ensure the pilots’ benefits exceed their costs 

and would incentivize the utility to maximize costs avoided while minimizing pilot expenditures.  

Xcel contended that avoided system costs would exceed spending on the pilots in 2023, and that 

the total incentive amount would be less than Xcel’s lost opportunity to invest and earn a return 

on capital assets if load-flexibility options reduce the need for future generation capacity. Xcel 

also argued that the proposed incentive mechanism is responsive to a 2020 Commission order 

that directed Xcel to propose a demand-response incentive mechanism.10 

B. Comments 

1. Fresh Energy 

Fresh Energy did not oppose the limited application of Xcel’s revised incentive mechanism to 

these specific pilots, but it did not support applying this design beyond these pilots. 

2. Clean Energy Economy Minnesota, R Street Institute, and City of 

Minneapolis 

Clean Energy Economy Minnesota and R Street argued that any performance-based incentive 

should encourage the utility to change its performance or initiate efforts it otherwise would not 

undertake due to a lack of incentives. They argued that the load-flexibility pilots were proposed 

to fulfill a preexisting demand-response requirement with no significant changes to Xcel’s 

 
10 In the Matter of Commission Investigation to Identify Performance Metrics, and Potentially, Incentives 

for Xcel Energy's Electric Utility Operation, Docket No. E-002/CI-17-401, Order Establishing 

Methodologies and Reporting Schedules (April 16, 2020). 
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performance and no additional risk to the utility, so any incentive mechanism for these pilots 

would not serve the purpose of incentive mechanisms. Further, R Street argued that Xcel’s 

proposal to reward itself even if the pilots meet substantially less than their goal is unreasonable. 

The City agreed that an incentive mechanism is inappropriate because the load-flexibility pilots 

are tied to a prior Commission mandate and not a voluntary performance or policy goal. 

3. Center for Energy and Environment 

CEE opposed the proposed incentive mechanism because it is not clear Xcel will experience a 

long-term reduction in earning opportunities as a result of these small-scale, limited-duration 

pilots. It recommended that the Department or Xcel, in a separate docket, propose an incentive 

mechanism for all load-management programs using the framework set forth in the ECO Act. 

4. Department of Commerce, Division of Energy Resources 

The Department recommended rejecting Xcel’s proposed incentive mechanism, arguing that it 

would be unreasonable to approve a financial incentive for acquiring demand response that Xcel 

is already obligated to acquire under the 2017 IRP order.  

The Department argued that any future proposals for load-management incentive mechanisms 

should be developed in the context of a stakeholder group that considers a broad array of 

perspectives, includes significant analysis of financial consequences for customers and utilities, 

and responds to the direction of the ECO Act. 

5. Xcel Energy’s Reply 

Xcel disputed the arguments that an incentive mechanism is unreasonable because of the existing 

mandate to acquire demand response. Xcel argued that the pilots have additional value beyond 

the MW goals, including the pursuit of innovative program design and taking early action to 

learn and engage in creative thinking about how to develop a more flexible electric system. 

Further, Xcel argued that approving the incentive mechanism proposed for these pilots would not 

impede a broader ECO-Act-driven stakeholder discussion in the future; rather, incentive-

mechanism information from these pilots could benefit future stakeholder discussions.  

C. Commission Action 

The Commission will reject the proposed financial incentive mechanism. A substantial driving 

factor behind the approved load-flexibility pilots is to help Xcel make progress toward its 

existing obligation to acquire 400 MW of additional demand-response capacity by 2023 under 

the 2017 IRP order, and the record does not support a finding that any further incentive beyond 

that mandate is reasonable to induce Xcel to pursue these pilots at this time. 
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IX. Deferred Accounting 

A. Xcel Energy’s Proposal 

Xcel requested authorization to track 2021–2023 costs of the load-flexibility pilots and product-

development fund in a tracker account for potential future recovery. Xcel argued that deferred 

accounting is appropriate based on the scope and scale of the programs, would provide Xcel the 

ability and incentive to expand load-flexibility options for customers more quickly, and would 

support the pursuit of new ideas for load flexibility in Minnesota.  

B. Legal Standard 

The Commission has broad authority under Minn. Stat. § 216B.10 to establish a system of 

accounts to be kept by utilities and to require reporting and conduct audits of those accounts. By 

rule, the Commission requires utilities to implement the uniform system of accounts established 

by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.11 However, the Commission may approve a 

utility’s request for an exception to the applicable uniform system of accounts for good cause 

shown under Minn. R. 7825.0300, subp. 4. 

One type of special accounting treatment that may be permitted for good cause is deferred 

accounting, a regulatory tool that allows a utility to postpone the standard accounting treatment 

otherwise required for a particular item. Deferred accounting primarily is used to hold utilities 

harmless when they incur out-of-test-year expenses that, because they are unforeseen, unusual, 

and large enough to have a significant impact on the utility’s financial condition, should be 

eligible for possible recovery in the next rate case. Deferred accounting has also been permitted 

when utilities have incurred sizeable expenses to meet important public-policy mandates. 

C. Comments 

1. Department of Commerce, Division of Energy Resources 

The Department initially opposed deferred accounting and recommended that Xcel instead 

include any incremental costs of the load-flexibility programs in its upcoming rate case. The 

Department argued that deferred accounting is inappropriate because Xcel had not shown that 

the costs are incremental to labor costs already included in base rates and CIP programs. 

Further, the Department contended that deferred accounting generally is problematic because it 

results in tracking only increases and not decreases in costs outside a rate case, which results in 

rates that are overstated and unreasonable. 

2. Xcel Energy’s Reply 

Xcel argued that most of the load-flexibility program costs are for bill credits specific to the 

pilots and the labor-related components are incremental costs appropriate for deferral. Xcel 

itemized the costs in the following table: 

 
11 Minn. R. 7825.0400. 
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Table 1. Deferred Expenditures by Category12 

  Cumulative Total % of Total  

Bill Credits  $4,828,564  57% 

Customer Services (Equipment Cost)  $540,271  6% 

Program Administration (including labor)  $1,277,470  15% 

Advertising & Promotions  $579,005  7% 

Measurement and Verification (evaluations)  $134,900  2% 

Product Development & Research  $1,071,433  13% 

Total  $8,431,643  100% 

3. Department of Commerce, Division of Energy Resources’ Reply 

The Department agreed that the first two categories of costs in Xcel’s table, Bill Credits and 

Customer Services (Equipment Costs), likely are incremental costs, but it argued the remaining 

categories appear to be labor costs already included in base rates. Therefore, the Department 

recommended limiting rate recovery of load-flexibility-program costs to the first two categories.  

The Department recommended that Xcel include these costs in its upcoming rate case rather than 

deferring them to an unspecified future proceeding. Alternatively, if the Commission authorizes 

deferred accounting, the Department recommended that the Commission limit rate recovery to 

the first two categories of Xcel’s expenditures table. 

At the Commission meeting, the Department noted that the amounts listed in the table were 

calculated based on the assumption that all of Xcel’s proposed load-flexibility programs would 

be approved. Accordingly, the Department requested that Xcel file an updated table showing the 

final expenditure amounts reflecting the Commission’s decisions in this docket within 30 days. 

D. Commission Action 

With the limitations adopted below, the Commission finds good cause to authorize deferred 

accounting under Minn. R. 7825.0300, subp. 4. Xcel’s substantial portfolio of load-flexibility 

programs presents important opportunities to study various demand-response offerings and their 

potential value to customers, to Xcel’s system, and to broader state energy policy goals. 

Further, the pilots are designed to make critical progress toward Xcel’s demand-response 

mandate, including the modified Peak Flex Credit pilot with twice the demand-response capacity 

Xcel planned for in its original petition. Limited deferred-accounting treatment is reasonable to 

support the appropriate acceleration of Xcel’s demand-response efforts through these pilots.  

 

To protect customers, the Commission will adopt the Department’s recommendation to limit the 

expenses eligible for deferral to the first two categories of costs listed in Table 1, above: Bill 

Credits and Customer Services (Equipment Costs). As the Department noted, Xcel calculated the 

expenses listed in Table 1 assuming its petition would be approved it its entirety, but the final 

decisions in this order will alter those calculations. Accordingly, the Commission will require 

Xcel to file an updated table reflecting the decisions in this order within 30 days.  

 
12 Xcel Reply Comments at 17, Table 4 (July 28, 2021). 
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X. Annual Demand-Response Compliance Reports 

A. Xcel Energy’s Proposal 

Xcel agreed to track all costs, operational details, and other relevant information for the pilots 

and demonstration projects and report the information annually in its Demand Response 

Compliance Report, filed on February 1 each year in Docket No. E-002/M-20-421.  

In addition to total spending and narrative on research and development activities and 

achievements, Xcel proposed to report on the following details for each pilot: 

• Total number of participants and equipment type; 

• Number of participants; 

• Reduction of load (Gen. kW, Gen. kWh) as a result of equipment installation; 

• Load Shifting (Number of participating customers, Available MW and MWh during 

times contingency events and/or shifts to particular times of the day Verification data 

as available). 

Additionally, Xcel proposed to report on the following data unique to the Peak Flex Credit pilot: 

• Total expenditures; 

• Number of participants; 

• Number of participants opting for fast versus standard response time; 

• Number of participants opting for seasonal participation; 

• Potential demand reduction available (Gen. kW, Gen. kWh (where applicable)); 

• Actual load relief during control events: 

o Capacity/Contingency Events 

▪ Number of participants in event 

▪ Actual load shed 

▪ Failure to control penalties 

o Economic Events 

▪ Number of participants in event 

▪ Number of participants choosing a buy-through price 

▪ Actual load shed 

▪ Load relief as a function of buy-through price. 

B. Comments 

The Department agreed with Xcel’s proposal for annual reporting and recommended also 

including following additional details on the Peak Flex Credit pilot: 

• The number of control events and hours for each type of event, 

• The buy through rates of each economic event, and 

• When customers fail to control, the number of participants and associated kWs 

that were not controlled. 

In reply comments, Xcel agreed to report on this additional information. 
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C. Commission Action 

The Commission finds reasonable and will adopt Xcel’s proposed reporting requirements, as 

modified in Xcel’s reply comments. Xcel shall include this information in the Demand Response 

Compliance Report filed annually on February 1 in Docket No. E-002/M-20-421. 

ORDER 

1.  The Commission approves Northern States Power Company d/b/a Xcel Energy’s revised 

Peak Flex Credit Rider pilot and tariff as modified in Xcel’s reply comments, and 

modified as follows: 

a. Xcel shall allow third-party aggregators to participate in a second tranche of the 

Peak Flex Credit pilot targeting an additional 43 MW of demand-response 

capacity, and make a compliance filing within 60 days describing in detail how 

Xcel will engage and contract with aggregators and any other program 

adjustments that need to be made. Xcel must engage and consider input from 

parties that commented on the Peak Flex Credit and aggregation in this 

proceeding before developing the compliance filing. 

b. Xcel shall collect and report data about whether Peak Flex Credit customers have 

one or more backup power sources that they plan to use during demand reduction 

control events, and the fuel or technology that powers the customer’s backup 

power source. 

c. Xcel shall account for emissions and fuel costs associated with the backup power 

source in cost-effectiveness testing. 

d. Xcel shall establish participation criteria to prevent participants from using a 

backup power source that is more carbon-intensive than Xcel’s electricity mix 

during the pilot program’s curtailment periods. 

e. Xcel shall gather the following information about potential pilot participants’ 

backup generation using the Peak Flex Credit application form: 

i. Does the customer have a backup generator or on-site distributed-energy 

resource that can be used for backup power? 

ii. When did each unit go into service? 

iii. Provide the fuel type, size, and run-time of each unit. 

iv. Does the generator(s) require an air permit(s)? If yes, provide the permit 

number(s). 

f. For customers using or opting into the A15 rate schedule: Xcel shall pilot the 

Peak Flex Credit in combination with Xcel’s proposed general time-of-use service 

rate being piloted in Docket No. E-002/M-20-86 rather than with the current 
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default A15 rate. Xcel shall propose a methodology for calibrating the bill credits 

under the Peak Flex Credit pilot with the demand and volumetric charges general 

time-of-use service rate to be piloted through Docket No. E-002/M-20-86. 

g. Xcel shall allow qualified customers that receive an advanced meter during the 

pilot term, and those who already have compatible metering equipment or bring 

their own, to enroll in the Peak Flex Credit pilot. 

h. Xcel shall provide an updated number of projected Peak Flex Credit pilot 

participants per year and an estimate of the number of participants on the A14 rate 

schedule versus the forthcoming A15 pilot rate schedule per year. 

i. Xcel shall conduct annual surveys of Peak Flex Credit participants for each year 

of the pilot. The survey shall ask customers how many hours each backup 

generator was used during each Peak Flex Credit curtailment event called in the 

survey year. Survey results shall be included in annual Peak Flex Credit reports or 

on another reporting schedule determined by the Commission. 

2. Xcel shall file an updated Peak Flex Credit pilot tariff reflecting approved modifications 

to the Peak Flex Credit pilot within 30 days. 

3. The Commission authorizes the Executive Secretary to request comments on: 

a. Whether the Commission should permit aggregators of retail customers to bid 

demand response into organized markets; 

b. Whether the Commission should require rate-regulated electric utilities to create 

tariffs allowing third-party aggregators to participate in utility demand response 

programs; 

c. Whether and how the Commission should verify or certify aggregators of retail 

customers for demand response or distributed energy resources before they are 

permitted to operate; and 

d. Whether any additional consumer protections are necessary if aggregators of retail 

customers are permitted to operate. 

4. The Commission approves Xcel’s proposed CTS pilot with the following modifications: 

a. Xcel shall align charging periods for the CTS pilot with the hours of low-cost 

energy generation on Xcel’s system as much as possible. 

b. Xcel shall evaluate how well customers are following both charging and 

curtailment schedules during spot checks for this program, and report on this 

information in annual reports. 

c. Xcel shall refrain from referencing renewable energy generation in conjunction 

with the timing of the CTS charging. 
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d. Xcel shall file tariff pages reflecting final CTS pilot rates, terms, and conditions, 

including final customer service agreements, within 30 days of the order. 

5. The Commission denies the Residential HVAC Optimization pilot without prejudice. 

6. Xcel shall review its existing electric heating rate options, including the Back-up Relief 

Rate Plan, to ensure that they accurately reflect the value of the additional load and 

additional load flexibility for customers installing an air source heat pump and 

maintaining an existing gas heating backup source. If existing rates do not reflect the 

added value of these electrified loads, the rates should be adjusted, or new rate offerings 

should be developed. 

7. The Commission approves the EV Optimization pilot with the following modifications: 

a. If Xcel collects nonessential data, Xcel shall ask and provide an option for 

customers to opt out of the nonessential data sharing during pilot enrollment. 

b. Xcel and its vendors must follow any applicable standards relating to data adopted 

by the Commission. 

c. Reporting on the EV Optimization pilot must be included in Xcel’s EV Annual 

Report. 

d. Xcel shall file tariff pages reflecting final EV pilot rates, terms, and conditions, 

within 30 days. 

e. The Commission delegates authority to the Executive Secretary to approve, via 

notice, modifications to the pilot, including those outlined above, if no 

stakeholder or Commission staff objects or files notice to object within 30 days of 

the filing. 

8. By June 1, 2023, Xcel shall propose an option for participation in the Home EV Service 

Program that would allow customers to buy, install, and maintain their own chargers, 

including models not currently deployed in the Program—or explain why it is not 

feasible or prudent to do so, and provide cost information to support this position. 

9. Within 30 days, Xcel shall make a compliance filing answering the following questions: 

a. How does Xcel plan to track enrollment and compliance for customers that have 

multiple cars, especially fleets, if using a charger-based option? 

b. How does Xcel plan to track peak reductions for the pilot, given that some 

customers are already enrolled in time-varying rates and are charging their 

vehicles off peak? 

c. If Xcel changes the set charging schedules as it indicated it may do in its petition, 

how will it inform customers on time-varying rates about how it could impact 

their bills? Specifically, if a charging overlaps with a mid-peak or on-peak period, 

will Xcel communicate that information to customers? 
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d. In the customer-service agreement, Xcel indicated it reserves the right to modify 

all pilot incentives based on future performance, pilot modifications, technology 

upgrades, and changes to Xcel’s electrical distribution system. How will Xcel 

inform the Commission of such changes? How would this impact the pilot budget? 

10. The Commission approves Xcel’s revised budget request for $200,000 for product 

research and development. 

11. The Commission approves Xcel’s proposed Excess Supply Partners demonstration 

project with the following modifications: 

a. Remove all reference to any forms of renewable energy while describing the 

program itself, Xcel’s motivation, and the potential results. 

b. Rename the project to “Cost Reduction Partners,” or some other name that does 

not reference renewable energy, Xcel’s motivation, and the potential results of the 

project.  

12. The Commission approves the V2G School Bus Demonstration Project. 

13. Xcel shall work closely with fleet managers when establishing program parameters under 

the V2G pilot program. 

14. Xcel must include in its EV Annual Report information on the V2G School Bus 

Demonstration Project. 

15. The Commission rejects the revised incentive mechanism proposed by Xcel. 

16. The Commission approves Xcel’s proposed deferral of pilot expenses and financial 

incentives in a load flexibility tracker account, as limited below. 

17. The rate recovery of load flexibility programs is limited to the first two categories of 

costs shown on Table 1 above, for “Bill Credits” of $4.829 million and “Customer 

Services (Equipment Costs)” of $0.54 million. These amounts are based on the 

assumption that the Commission approved all the projects. 30 days after the 

Commission's decision, Xcel should submit new numbers for Table 1 based on the 

projects approved by the Commission, including the resulting amounts for Bill Credits 

and Customer Services (Equipment Cost). 

18.  The Commission approves Xcel’s proposal, as revised in reply comments, to track all 

cost, operational details, and other relevant information for the pilots and demonstration 

projects and report this information as part of its established Demand Response 

Compliance Report to be filed annually on February 1 in Docket No. E-002/M-20-421. In 

addition, to total spending and narrative regarding the activities and achievements as part 

of research and development efforts, Xcel will report on following details for each pilot: 

a. Total number of participants and equipment type. 

b. Number of participants. 
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c. Reduction of load (Gen. kW, Gen. kWh) as a result of equipment installation. 

d. Load Shifting (Number of participating customers, Available MW and MWh 

during times contingency events and/or shifts to particular times of the day 

Verification data as available.) 

19.  In addition to the details listed in paragraph 18, Xcel shall report on the following 

additional details for the Peak Flex Credit pilot: 

a.  Total expenditures 

b. Number of participants 

c. Number of participants opting for fast versus standard response time 

d. Number of participants opting for seasonal participation 

e. Potential demand reduction available (Gen. kW, Gen. kWh (where applicable)) 

f. Actual load relief during control events: 

i. Capacity/Contingency Events 

o Number of participants in event 

o Actual load shed 

o Failure to control penalties 

ii. Economic Events 

o Number of participants in event 

o Number of participants choosing a buy-through price 

o Actual load shed 

o Load relief as a function of buy-through price 

20. This order shall become effective immediately. 

 BY ORDER OF THE COMMISSION 

 

 

 

 

 Will Seuffert 

 Executive Secretary 

 

 

 

 

 

This document can be made available in alternative formats (e.g., large print or audio) by calling 

651.296.0406 (voice). Persons with hearing or speech impairment may call using their preferred 

Telecommunications Relay Service or email consumer.puc@state.mn.us for assistance. 
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